The Dailies: Weekly Oracle Forecast
by Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn
9/26/22-10/2/22
"Finding the treasure requires the extra effort"
Welcome to the Dailies, insights for your daily ride. I'm Ari and this reading is for Monday, September 26th, through Sunday, October 2nd, 2022. Today's reading comes from my Summer Night Oracle Lenormand deck.
____________________________________
On Monday, 9/26 Witch is reversed, crossed by Chair, with Grave in reverse at the root. 
Witch in reverse indicates that there may be some stress or off-settings in our regular routines because of recent upheavals. Crossed by Chair, the card of nostalgia indicates that this whack probably has to do with dealing with past experiences that landed in our laps last week.  With Grave reversed at the root, indicates that we've taken a look back, but that we may be deciding whether or not to go a bit further and dig up some old bones for clarification. Since Witch reversed also deals with not paying full attention, or not seeing patterns, there may be some levels of lack of confidence in the quality of our work, or in ourselves in general today. Witch in reverse also warns us that some actions may be taken against us today, and to keep an open ear and eye out for those who may not have our best interests at heart.  It may be very well that because we are still trying to heal up from last week, others may be demanding more from us at the moment than we are solidly ready to jump right in and do.
Tuesday 9/27 Decision, is crossed by Cocoa, with Voodooie in reverse at the root. 
The Decision card crossed by Cocoa describes choosing a situation that brings us a little comfort today.  With Voodooie reversed at the root, this suggests that we be very careful about how we are reacting to situations. Self-care is a necessity, and when we feel we need a break, we should take one because our bodies know when enough is enough; however, habits are very easy to catch, and we should be mindful of whether or not we're making up excuses to bail out, or not. Ward against procrastination and burn-out by taking little steps forward and little bites off of the day's demands. 
Wednesday 9/28 Grub-Grub, is crossed by Direction, with the Book of Shadows reversed at the root. 
Grub-Grub is our nature spirit. Crossed by the Direction card indicates that the path we're on is balanced. We've been taking our needs into account, we've been holding ourselves accountable, and have weighed out what we have harvested along with what needs more attention. The Book of Shadows card in reverse indicates that what we know may not be enough to get what we want. The feeling I get here is that there are some outdoor activities that need to be on the agenda. Whatever the activity is, it's definitely a learning experience or one that may be enlightening. 
Thursday 9/29 Sunflower is in reverse, crossed by the Lovers, with Justice in reverse at the root. 
Justice reversed at the root indicates that we're feeling slighted. The Sunflower card in reverse indicates a lack of energy, and feeling overwhelmed because of everything that's going on around us. Crossed by the Lovers, -the card of partnerships and relationships- indicates that this feeling of being overwhelmed may be at least partially in regard to the demands of home and family. 
Friday 9/30 Talisman is reversed, crossed by Black Philip, with Bunny reversed at the root.
The Talisman card in reverse indicates that something may have taken us by surprise...and not in the best way. Like the Book of shadows in reverse tells us, there may be a need to refine some skills, or learn new ones so we don't miss a nice opportunity. Crossed by Black Philip, this may indicate that we've become too comfortable in our daily routine, or haven't had enough headspace or energy to entertain a "new thing". Bunny reversed at the root suggests very strongly that education and learning are definitely the base of the situation. 
Saturday 10/1 Fear is crossed by Harmony, with Chance at the root.
Doing and learning new things can be scary. The Fear card is definitely summing up that emotion today. Crossed by Harmony, with the Chance card at the root, suggests that if we take that leap of faith, or gather up the needed energy and courage to try the "new thing", will cure the fear and bring us to a more harmonious (and possibly productive) place. Considering the "caution against making a new habit or becoming lazy" indicated by the Black Philip card, the Sunflower, Justice, and Bunny cards -all in reverse this week-, I think it's fair to say that this chance...might be that little something we've been needing.
Sunday 10/2 Key is reversed, crossed by Illumination, with Protection at the root. 
The key card in reverse indicates that we are having trouble understanding something or are having difficulty in getting something accomplished. Discouragement and frustration is the key contributor to our feeling sad and tired. When you feel like crap, it is very difficult to get anything done. Again, I bring attention to all those "cautions against habitual lazy" cards that have popped up this week.   However....the Illumination card suggests that we are aware of this, and some new ideas and practices (perhaps as indicated by the Chance card) have revealed some much-needed goodies and understandings. Protection at the root indicates that the frustrations we are feeling may be because things are moving so slowly, but to remember that all things must take the proper gestation time if it is to be strong and healthy. 
______________________________
Rune of the Week: Gyfu or Gebo. "X marks the spot". 
According to an early Anglo-Saxon rune poem, "Generosity brings credit and honor, which support one’s dignity; it furnishes help and subsistence to all broken men who are devoid of aught else." Gebo or Gyfu literally means "gift", but one should remember that all gifts require some kind of fair exchange. Be it a thank you card, or a return of equal measure, a gift is a condition given out of love, need, or esteem.  
Every decision we make requires the acceptance of one thing and the release of another. For someone to give acknowledgment or help, means that we have come to a place where we are noticed for our energy, work, and character. Perhaps the gift is repayment for something. Perhaps it's a paying forward, but no matter where it comes from is it never entirely free from circumstance.   
______________________________
Weekly Summary:
I think the biggest takeaway from this reading is that we are very sensitive and are in a place of healing and restructuring. Everyone is healing right now. Everyone is doubtful, on edge, and afraid. Everyone deals with things differently. Past scenarios dig deep into our psyche, and those thoughts create emotion. 
It's the emotion that drives us...for no one ushers forward without some heart in the matter.  

Unfortunately, that same emotion can be paralyzing. Just as being driven can cause one to over-exert themself and their resources, so can being fearful cause us to introvert and become complacent and stagnant.  

We all need to take the time we need to recharge, but sometimes, we need to pull up just a little bit from the reserve to get the job done. It might be a little bit more for 10 or 15 minutes, or carrying that basket to the laundry room, or stopping at the friend's house half a mile off the regular route. You understand what I'm saying. 
Procrastination is a hallmark of feeling overwhelmed, and our cards show us that we may have become complacent, or are beginning to develop habits that are not complimentary to our overall goals. With so many planets in retrograde right now, it's not difficult to feel confused and out of sorts. Big influences in the environment...matter.
However, the cards indicate that we need to take the chance on ourselves by adding a little more structure or learning a new thing and that the little bits of time we take in the short term, will have strong impacts in the long run.   
We need to value what we have enough to keep it, and we do this with vigilance and refinement. We also show value by paying gratitude. 
We need to value our future by going to the "X" on our treasure map, applying enough effort to dig, using the key of understanding that we have, and then we'll be able to enjoy what we find. 
______________________________
I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. The Dailies is a service of Ravynmoon.com to bring you experienced, practical, fun, and thought-provoking metaphysical content. For more information about me or the Veshigi tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, kindly visit Ravynmoon.com - where you'll find an ever-expanding catalog of classes, original spells, recipes, freebies, and other witchy goodies to assist you in enchanting your world. Tune in here every week for more insights and weekly oracle forecasts and over at Ravynmoon.com for a text version of this reading to keep in your pocket to peek back on throughout the week. 
Have a great week everyone.

